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AbstratLet A = ha1; : : : ; ani and B = hb1; : : : ; bmi be two sequenes with m �n, whose elements are drawn from a totally ordered set. We present analgorithm that �nds a longest ommon inreasing subsequene of A and Bin O(m logm + n` logn) time and O(m + n`) spae, where ` is the lengthof the output. A previous algorithm by Yang et al. needs �(mn) time andspae, so ours is faster for a wide range of values of m;n and `.
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1 IntrodutionGiven two sequenes A =< a1; : : : ; an > and B =< b1; : : : ; bm > with m �n, a ommon subsequene of A and B is a subsequene haj1 = b�1 ; aj2 =b�2 ; : : : aj` = b�`i, where j1 < j2 < � � � < j` and �1 < �2 < � � � < �`.Given one sequene A =< a1; : : : ; an > where the ai's are drawn from a to-tally ordered set, an inreasing subsequene ofA is a subsequene haj1; aj2; : : : ; aj`isuh that j1 < j2 < � � � < j` and aj1 < aj2 < � � � < aj`.Algorithms that searh for the longest ommon subsequene (LCS) orthe longest inreasing subsequene (LIS) date bak several deades. See,e.g., [1, 2, 3, 5, 6℄.However, only reently Yang et al. [7℄ ombined the two onepts, andde�ned the ommon inreasing subsequene (CIS) of two sequenes A and B,i.e., an inreasing sequene whih is a subsequene of both A and B. Theydesigned an algorithm that �nds a longest CIS (LCIS) of A and B using�(mn) time and spae.In this paper we present an algorithm for the LCIS problem whih runs inO(m logm+n` logn) time and O(m+n`) spae, where ` is the length of theLCIS. Whenever n = 
(logm) and either m = 
(n logn) or ` = o(n= logn),it is faster than �(mn).In Setion 2, we onstrut a data struture whih we all a bounded heapand whih will be used by our LCIS algorithm. In Setion 3 we present thealgorithm and prove its orretness.2 The Bounded-Heap Data StrutureA bounded heap (BH) is a data struture that resembles a priority queue, butalso allows us to bound our queries. That is, we an ask for the minimumpriority among all items in the heap whose keys are smaller than k. In thissetion we desribe how to implement a bounded heap that supports thefollowing operations:� Insert(H; k; p; d): Insert into the BH H the key k with priority p andassoiated data d.� DereasePriority(H; k; p; d): If the BH H does not ontain the key k,perform Insert(H; k; p; d). Otherwise, set this key's priority to minfp; p0g,where p0 is its previous priority.� BoundedMin(H; k): Return the item that has minimum priority amongall items in H with key smaller than k. If H does not ontain any itemswith key smaller than k, return \invalid".1



Assume that the keys are drawn from the set f�1; �2; : : : ; �j�jg whih istotally ordered, i.e., �1 � �2 � � � � � �j�j. Let BM (k) denote the priorityof the item returned by the query BoundedMin(H; k). Clearly, BM (�i) �BM (�i�1) for any 1 < i � j�j (see Figure 1).keyk 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10priority 7 10 6 8 5 3 2 4 1 9BM (k) 1 7 7 6 6 5 3 2 2 1Figure 1: Example of BM values.Sine we only need to support BoundedMin queries (and not queries aboutthe priority of a spei� key), it suÆes to keep in our data struture only thesmallest key for eah BM value. These keys will be the leaves of a balanedsearh tree, sorted from left to right by inreasing key order. Along with thekey, we also store the orresponding BM value in eah leaf. For the examplein Figure 1, the data struture will ontain the (key;BM ) pairs (1;1), (2; 7),(4; 6), (6; 5), (7; 3), (8; 2), (10; 1).A BoundedMin(H; �i) query is handled by searhing for the largest keywhih is smaller than �i. The BM value stored with this key is valid for �i(by de�nition).What we ahieved by this ompression is that now we an eÆiently sup-port DereasePriority operations. Assume that the priority of �i dereasedfrom p0 to p and that p is smaller than BM (�j) for i < j � i0. This meansthat all leaves in the tree whih orrespond to keys in f�i+1; �i+2; : : : ; �i0�1gneed to be removed. This takes time O(logn+ i0� i); we need to remove aninterval of O(i0 � i) leaves as well as O(i0 � i) internal nodes. Finally, a leafwith key �i+1 and BM value p is inserted to the tree.An Insert(H; k; p; d) operation is handled as if it was aDereasePriority(H; k; p; d)operation. To see that this works, note that the tree would not hange if wewere to insert the key k with priority 1.The O(i0� i) time of DereasePriority an be harged to the insertions ofthe leaves that were deleted. That is, when a new leaf is inserted, it reeivesa onstant number of tokens with whih it an pay for the DereasePriorityoperation that aused its deletion from the tree. We get that on a boundedheap ontaining n items, Insert and DereasePriority take O(logn) amor-tized time, and BoundedMin takes O(logn) worst ase time.
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3 The AlgorithmThe algorithm appears in Figure 2. In the preproessing step, it (1) Removesfrom eah sequene all elements whih do not appear in the other (\leanup"),and (2) For every remaining element �, generates a balaned searh tree T�that ontains 1 and the indies of all ouranes of � in B.Then, the algorithm identi�es ommon inreasing subsequenes (CISs).In iteration i it identi�es CISs of length i (using the results of iteration i�1).More preisely, for every element aj in A, it identi�es the minimum index �in B suh that there is a length-i CIS whih ends at aj in A and at b� in B.The index � is stored in Li[j℄.To ompute the array L1[1 : : : n℄, the algorithm traverses A and for eahaj, sets L1[j℄ to be the minimum index in the tree Taj , i.e., the earliestourane of aj in B. Note that due to step (1) of the preproessing, L1[j℄is �nite.For i > 1, the ith iteration proeeds as follows. The algorithm traversesA again, and for every aj, it heks whether aj (together with some b�) anextend a CIS of length i � 1 to a CIS of length i, and if so, identi�es theminimum suh �. For this purpose, the algorithm maintains a bounded heapH. When it begins proessing aj, H ontains all elements at 2 fa1; : : : ; aj�1gfor whih Li�1[t℄ 6= 1. The key of at in H is at, and its priority is Li�1[t℄,i.e., the minimum index of the endpoint in B of a length-(i� 1) CIS whihends, in A, at index t. The algorithm queries H to �nd the leftmost endpoint(in B) of a length-(i� 1) CIS whih ontains only elements smaller than aj.Let �0 be this endpoint. Then, Li[j℄ is set to the �rst ourane of aj in Bwhih is after �0 { we will prove that this is the leftmost endpoint in B of alength-i CIS whih ends, in A, at aj.The arrays Link1;Link2; : : : are used to save the information we need inorder to onstrut the LCIS: Whenever we detet that the index pair (j; �)an extend a length-(i� 1) CIS whih ends at the index pair (j 0; �0), we setLink i[j℄ = j 0. Finally, if there is a length-(i� 1) CIS whih ends at aj, thenaj is inserted into H with priority Li�1[aj℄; it may later be extended into alength-i CIS by some aj0 with j 0 > j.3.1 Proof of CorretnessThe orretness of the algorithm relies on the following lemma, whih statesthat if there is a solution then the algorithm �nds it. It is straighforward toshow that the algorithm will not �nd a CIS that does not exist.Lemma 1 Let A and B be two sequenes that have a length-` CIS whih3



Funtion LCIS(A = ha1; : : : ani; B = hb1; : : : bmi)Preproess (* Clean A and B and build T� for every �. *)i 1(* Compute L1[1 : : : n℄ *)for j = 1 to n do Li[j℄ MinimumKey(Taj )H  [℄ (* Empty Bounded Heap. *)(* Main loop: *)do i i + 1for j = 1 to n doLi[j℄ 1(j0; �0) BoundedMin(H; aj)if (j0; �0) 6= \invalid" thenLi[j℄ minf� : � 2 Taj ^ � > �0gLink i[j℄ = j0endifif Li�1[j℄ 6=1 then(* Reall that DereasePriority inserts aj if it is not already there. *)DereasePriority(H; aj; Li�1[j℄; (j; �))endifendforwhile i < n and Li 6=1n.(* Generate a LCIS in reverse order *)if  Li =1n then i i� 1j  an index suh that Li[j℄ 6=1.while i > 0 dooutput ajj  Link i[j℄i i� 1end whileend Figure 2: LCIS Algorithm.
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ends in A at index j and in B at index �. Then at the end of the iterationin whih i = `, L`[j℄ � �.Proof By indution on `. For ` = 1, the laim is obvious. Assume that itholds for any CIS of length `� 1 and that we are given A and B whih havea CIS 1; : : : ; ` of length `, whih is loated in A as aj1; : : : ; aj` and in B asb�1 ; : : : ; b�`.By the indution hypothesis, at the end of the i = ` � 1 iteration, Li�1ontains entries whih are not equal to1. Hene, the algorithm will proeedto perform iteration i = `. Again by the indution hypothesis, L`�1[j`�1℄ ��`�1.Sine aj`�1 < aj`, it is guaranteed that when j = j`, H ontains an itemwith key aj`�1 , priority �0 � �`�1 and d = (j`�1; �0). So the BoundedMinoperation will return a valid value. If the value returned is (j`�1; �`�1), thenthe smallest ourane of a` in B after �`�1 is not beyond �`. So the algo-rithm will set L`[j`℄ � �`. On the other hand, if the value returned is not(j`�1; �`�1), then it is (j`�1; �0) for some �0 � �`�1. Sine aj0 < a`, again weget that the smallest ourane of a` in B after �`�1 is not beyond �`. Sothe algorithm will set L`[j`℄ � �`.3.2 ComplexityThe preproessing phase takes O(m logm) time: Eliminating items that ap-pear only in one of the sequenes is easy after they are sorted. The onstru-tion of the T�'s takes O(m) time, beause we need to build searh trees, eahover a stati, sorted set of indies.A is traversed O(`) times, and in eah traversal O(n) operations areperformed on balaned searh trees of size n, eah of whih takes O(logn)amortized time. In total, this takes O(n` logn) time. Construting the LCIStakes O(`) time. We get that the total running time of the algorithm isO(m logm + n` logn).As for spae omplexity, note that in the main loop, we only use Li�1and Li. Therefore, we do not need to save the previous L's. This meansthat if we only wish to �nd the length of the LCIS, the spae requirement isO(m + n). If we also want to onstrut the LCIS, we need O(n`) spae forthe Link arrays.
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